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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider the following nonlinear, lirst order partial differential 
equation, 
Max[u(x) - $(x); Au(x) -g(x) .Du(x) --f(x)] = 0, XEQ, (1.1) 
where Q is an open subset of R”, 2. is a positive parameter, g = (g,, . . . . gd) is 
a vectorlied on R”, Du denotes the gradient of the unknown function U, and 
f and tj are given real valued functions. 
Equations of this type, combined perhaps with suitable boundary con- 
ditions, comprise the Bellman optimality conditions arising in a dynamic 
programming approach to the deterministic optimal stopping time 
problem. In this interpretation ;1. represents a discount factor, g the 
dynamics of the process to be controlled, f a transition cost, $ a stopping 
cost. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the behavior of Eq. (1.1) as the 
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parameter A approaches 0. This is related to the asymptotic problem for the 
evolution equation 
Max u(x, t) - Ii/(x, t); 
g (x, 2) -g(x). D,u(x, t) -f(x)] = 0 in Q x [0, T] 
u(x, T) = 0 in R”, (1.2) 
as the finite horizon T tends to infinity. 
These questions arise in control theory, when the criterion to be 
minimized takes the form of a long run average cost (see [3,5, 111, for 
example). 
We shall carry on this program for 52 = R” as well as in the case when 52 
is a bounded domain and u is required to satisfy a Dirichlet boundary con- 
dition on some portion r, of the boundary of 0. It is well known that (1.1) 
does not have, in general, a classical solution, i.e., a continuously differen- 
tiable function u satisfying (1.1) at every x E Q. Various notions of weak 
solutions of (1.1) have been proposed. Let us mention here, the semigroup 
formulation [9, 21 
u maximum bounded Bore1 function on KY’ such that 
s 
f u< e -%D(s) fds+e -“‘@(t)u, vt>o 
0 
(1.3) 
Here, @ is the semigroup 
@J(t) h(x) = MY,(t))> t>,O, (1.4) 
where ~,~(t) is given as the unique solution of the Cauchy problem: 
P(t) =g(Y(t))? t>o 
y(0) =x. 
Next, the distribution sense (see [9], for example) 
(1.5) 
u bounded continuous function on RJ such that 
Au-g.Dud.f in S’(lP) 
Au-g.Du=f in g’(Cu < $I), 
(1.6) 
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where 9’ is the space of distributions and [UC $1 is the open set 
{x E R+(x) < I,&)}; th e variational inequality approach (see [ 1, 9, lo]) 
UED(k), U<$ 
(A”u,v-u)3(S,v-u) (1.7) 
vu E D(A”), c 6 II/, 
where A% = %U -g . Du and D(A”) is its domain in a suitable weighted L2 
space with inner product (., .). 
More recently, the notion of viscosity solution has been developed for 
general Hamilton-Jacobi equations [6, 7, 81. Accordingly, a bounded con- 
tinuous function u is a viscosity solution of ( 1.1) if for any continuously dif- 
ferentiable function ~5, 
MaxCu(xo) - Wo); Ju(x,) -g(xo) - g(xo). W(xo) -SW1 G 0 
at any local maximum x0 of u - 4, 
MaxCu(x,)-IC/(x,);~~u(x,)-g(x,).D~(x,)-f(x,)130 
(1.8) 
at any local minimum x, of u - f+L 
It is worthwhile to observe that for a bounded continuous function all 
these notions are equivalent. 
Therefore, we will not specify in which weak sense the various equations 
we shall deal with in the sequel are understood. 
Similar definitions can be given for the evolution equation (1.2). More 
precisely, ( 1.3) becomes 
v maximum bounded Bore1 function on lRdx [0, r] such that 
s 
Al 
u(., t)< @(s)fds + @(At) u( ., t + Ar) VAta (1.9) 
0 
v 6 ICI, v( .) T) = 0. 
For the distribution sense we have 
v bounded continuous function on W’x [0, r] such that 
-$-g.D.,v<f in ~‘(W’X 10, T[) 
-&g.D,6=f 
(1.10) 
in LS’( [v < $1) 
v( ‘) T) = 0. 
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The variational inequality approach can be carried out in an analogous 
way, while the viscosity solution definition becomes 
Max[u(xo, toI - Ii/(x 09 lo);-; (x0, to)-g(xo) ~~,&XO, to)-.0x0)1 GO 
at any local maximum (x0, to) of u - 4, 
at any local minimum (x, , tl ) of 0 - 4, 
u(x, T) = 0 
for any f$~ C’(IPx [0, I”]). 
Let us conclude this section by stating some general assumptions on the 
data g, f, ti: 
I&)-dx’)lQCIx-x’l (1.12) 
If(x)-f(x’)l d~ox-x’l)~ If(x)lsC (1.13) 
W(x)-W)l G4Ix--‘Ih I$(x)l G c (1.14) 
for all x, ~‘~52, where C is a constant and w: [0, +co] -+ [0, +co] is a 
continuous nondecreasing function such that w(O) = 0. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 and 3 we deal with the 
linear equation and the obstacle problem in the whole space while Sec- 
tion 4 is devoted to the case where Q is a bounded domain of KY’. 
2. THE LINEAR EQUATION 
Before starting to study the asymptotic behavior of Eq. (1.1) we shall 
consider the simpler linear case, namely 
~",(x)-g(x)'Du,(x)=f(x), XE Rd. (2.1) 
This corresponds, formally, to the choice $ = +co in (1.1). All 
definitions of weak solutions of Section 1 are easily adapted to the present 
case. Let us just explicitly mention that a viscosity of (2.1) with ,I 20 is a 
bounded uniformly continuous function u such that for any 4 E C I(@) the 
following hold: 
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A”i(xO)-g(xO) ‘D4(xCl) Gf(xO)~ 
at any local maximum x0 of uj. - f$, 
nu,(X,)-g(X,).D~(x,)kf(x,), 
at any local minimum x, of 2.4 j. - 4. 
(2.2 1 
It is not difficult to verify, under assumptions (1.7), (1.8), that the 
function 
u;.(x) = lo+= f(.Li(t)) e-“dt, XEITP, A>O, (2.3) 
where y.,( .) is given by (l.S), is the unique solution of (2.1) in the viscosity 
sense, as well as in other weak senses (1.3), . . . . (1.6). 
On the other hand, the evolution equation corresponding to (2.1) is 
a+ -dt-gJ?r+=f in Px [0, T], 
(2.4) 
+4x, T) = 0, XE Rd. 
Its solution is given explicitly by 
0,(x, T) = j-l/M- t)) & (x, t) E Rd x [O, T]. (2.5) , 
We shall give now various results, under different assumptions, on the 
asymptotic behavior of uA as 1 approaches zero and of vT as T becomes 
infinite. 
2.1. The Monotone Case 
Let us suppose that -g is monotone with at least one bounded path, i.e., 
(g(x)-g(x’))~(x-x’)~:o, vx, x’ E iv 
3aERd, C>O; Iv,(t)l Q c> Vt > 0, 
(2.6) 
where y,(t) is the solution of (1.5) for x = a. Notice that under (2.6) all 
paths are bounded if the initial conditions lie in a compact region. Indeed, 
this follows from the equality 
I.JG(~)-.Y,(~)~‘= Ix-al2 +2 1: (g(y.~(s))-g(y,(t)).(y.(s)--y,(s)) ds. 
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By the way, the second condition in (2.6) holds, for instance, if g(u) = 0 
for some a. Consider the limiting equation 
-g.Dx=O in Rd. (2.7) 
Notice that a viscosity solution of (2.7) is constant along the charac- 
teristic lines yr( .) (see [6]). 
THEOREM 2.1. Under the assumptions (1.12), (1.13), (2.6), the family 
{ %u,: d > O> converges as I tends to zero, uniformly on compact subsets of 
n Rd, to a bounded uniformly continuous function x. Moreover, x is give, 
explicitly as the long run average cost 
x(x) = !‘-“, ; j-oTf(~xW) df, vx E w, (2.8 
and solves (2.7). 
Proof The first step is to prove that (Au,: A > 0} is equi-bounded and 
equi-uniformly continuous. At thus purpose, let us consider the second 
order equations 
-EAu;+Iu;-g.Du;=f”, in Rd, (2.9) 
where E is a positive parameter, A is the Laplace operator, and fE is a 
smooth approximation of f: By elliptic theory, Eq. (2.9) has a unique 
regular solution u;.. We shall show that 
pqx)l 6 c (2.10) 
Ih.4;.(x) - /luc,(x’)l Q w( (x - x’l), (2.11) 
where C is the supremum of 1 f I and o( .) is the modulus of continuity off 
appearing in ( 1.13). Indeed, (2.10) is a straightforward consequence of the 
maximum principle. To get (2.11) we shall modify an argument in [4]. 
Namely, consider the function 
v(x,Y)=lu~(x+Y)-~~.(x)l P(lYlh x, y in FP, (2.12) 
where p( .) is a smooth decreasing function from [0, +cc [ in [0, 1 ] such 
that 
p(r)= A 
{ 
ifOdr<h 
if r > ah, 
(2.13) 
with h > 0, c( > 1. We may assume, without loss of generality, that there 
exists a point (x0, y,) in Rd x Rd at which v attains its maximum and that 
uf(xo + Y,) - ul(xo) > 0, 
0 < 1 y,l < crh. 
(2.14) 
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Hence, by the maximum principle, 
~~~,(.%+Yo)= -(~8(~o+Yo)-~~.(x”))Y”lYol-‘P’(lYooP(IYol)~’ 
0 G -du(x, + l’o) = -(Aq,(xo + y,) - du;,(x,)) P(IYoI 11 (2.15) 
where the Laplacian acts on the x variable. Evaluate (2.9) at xO+yO and 
x0, subtract the resulting expressions, and then simplify, using (2.15), to 
obtain 
Now, multiply (2.16) by p(lVr,J) and take (2.14), (2.6), (1.13) into account 
to deduce 
13Cu~(x+y)--~(x)lp(lvl~o(ah), (2.17) 
and hence 
qu;,(x +y) - u;.(x)] 6 w(dz), v lyl dh. (2.18) 
As CI tends to 1, inequality (2.18) gives the desired estimate (2.11). 
By means of the estimates (2.10) and (2.11) it is not difficult to show that 
(~1; E > 0 > has a locally uniform limit ui as E approaches zero and that uj, 
solves (2.1) (cf. [S]). Since the estimates (2.10) and (2.11) are uniform with 
respect o E and I, we can then extract a sequence from { lu,; 2 > 0) which 
converges uniformly (locally) to some bounded uniformly continuous 
function x. Let us prove that x solves Eq. (2.7) in the viscosity sense. 
Indeed, let 4 be a continuously differentiable function and x,,, xi be local 
maximum points for x - 4 and E,uj. - 4, respectively. We can assume that xi 
converges to x0 as 1 tends to zero. Thus, by virtue of (2.1) 
at xi. (2.19) 
Multiplying (2.19) by 1 and letting 2 approach to zero, we obtain -g(xO). 
&5(x,) d 0. In a similar way the reverse inequality at a local minimum x, of 
x - ~5 is proved. It remains to prove the representation formula (2.8), which 
will ensure also that the whole family {Au,; II > 0} converges to x. In order 
to establish (2.8), let us consider the evolution equation 
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au, -,I-g.DvT=h in Wx [0, r] 
v.(T)=vo in W, 
whose unique solution is 
VAX> cl= j-’ h(y.As - t)) ds + vo(y,(T- ~1). I 
In particular, for h = f - ~uj. and v0 = u2, we have 
UA(X) = IT (f- ~U,)(Y.h)) A+ Uk(Y.x(T)), VT>O, 
0 
since ui. solves (2.1). Therefore, dividing (2.22) by T, we obtain 
Since 1 satisfies (2.7), then 
‘U,(Y.y(J)) ds- X(X) 
(Au, - x)(y.,(s)) dsl 
G s”P{I(~uj.-X)(Y.~(s))l; s2°}. 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
Hence, the local uniform convergence of Au, to x and the fact that the 
paths are bounded imply 
lim A 1’ T o lU,(Y.r(S)) d = X(X), locally uniformly in x, (2.25) i. - 0 
uniformly with respect to T. At this point (2.23) and (2.25) yield (2.8) and 
the proof is complete. 1 
Remark 2.1. The assumption that g vanishes at a is used only to prove 
(2.8). Observe also that Eq. (2.7) does not characterize the limit function x. 
Actually, the Hamiltonian case 
aH 
gi= -KY i= 1, ..,, k 
aH 
(2.26) 
gi=G? i = k + 1, . . . . 2k = d 
provides an example where Eq. (2.7) has nonconstant solutions. 
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Remark 2.2. As a consequence of formula (2.8), we have that 
lim + rT(x, t) = x(x), V(x, f)E RdX [O, +a[, (2.27) 
ThX 
where uT is the solution of Eq. (2.20). 
Remark 2.3. The assumption (2.6) and the equality 
Iv,(f) -Y,Jt)12 = lx--‘I2 + 2 1; L&x(s)) -g(Yr~(~))l 
. h(s) -Y,,(S)) ds (2.28) 
yield 
I.L(t) -Y,Xf)l G Ix -x’l, Vt 2 0, Vx, x’ in Rd. (2.29) 
This inequality, together with the representation (2.3) give a different 
way to establish the estimate (2.11) for E = 0. 
2.2 The Strongly Monotone Case 
Let us suppose now that -g is strongly monotone, i.e., 
(g(x)-gw))~(x-x’)d -y Ix--‘I*, V-u, x’ in UP, (2.30) 
for some positive constant y. Notice that this hypothesis implies (2.6), since 
the mapping Z + g is a strict contraction. We shall assume also that f is 
Holder continuous, i.e., 
If(x)-f(x’)l d c lx-x’I1, Vx, x’ in R”, (2.31) 
where c1 and C are constants, with 0 < a < 1. These conditions will allow us 
to obtain a limit for uj, and show that the function x defined by (2.8) is 
constant. 
Define the functions 
v/z>o, VXE R”, (2.32) 
where a is the unique point in Rd such that g vanishes. Notice that 
Au,(a) =f(a), VA > 0. (2.33) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let the assumpfions (1.12), (2.30), (2.31) hold. Then, the 
family {vi, : A > 0 } converges as A tends to zero, uniformly on compact subsets 
50517512-9 
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of KY’, to a a-Hiilder continuous function v. Moreover, v is the unique solution 
(up to a constant) of equation 
X-g.Dv=f in W, (2.34) 
x is constant, and the formula 
v(x) = j-= CfbAt)) - xl & VXERd 
0 
(2.35) 
is valid. 
Proof The first step is to obtain the estimate 
IUj,(X)-UA(X’)J <C IX-XXII’, Vx, x’ in R”, (2.36) 
where the constant C is the Holder seminorm off divided by oly, appearing 
in (2.30) and (2.31). For this purpose, we consider the second order 
differential equations (2.9). Similarly to Theorem 2.1, we define the function 
v(x, y) by (2.12) with 
p(r) = r-‘, Vr>O. (2.37) 
Since (x0, y,) is a point in Rd x Rd at which v attains its maximum, the 
inequality 
~CG(XO> Yo) - 4(x0)1 
6 ~MXO +Yo) -g(xo)) ‘YO IYOI -* 
. C@,(xo +.Yo) - 4(x0)1 +f Y% + Yo) -f 7x0) (2.38) 
holds. and we deduce 
(A + @Y)Cugx +y) - %(x)1 IA -a 
d sup{ If “(x+y) -f”(x)l IA 7 x, Y in Rd), Vx, y in Rd, (2.39) 
after using hypothesis (2.20). Hence, as E tends to zero, estimate (2.39) 
provides (2.36). 
Clearly, the estimate (2.36) implies that the function x, obtained in 
Theorem 2.1, is constant. Furthermore, we can extract a sequence from 
{v,: A> 0) which converges uniformly (locally) to some a-Holder 
continuous function v. Thus, the limit function v solves Eq. (2.34) in the 
viscosity sense. 
It remains to prove the representation formula (2.35) and the uniqueness 
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of solutions in (2.34). In order to establish (2.35), let us observe that from 
the identity 
Iy,,(t)-~~*e~~‘= Ix - aI2 + 2 1: [g(y,(s)) . (y,(s) - 311 eZys ds 
+ 2 jr y Iy.Js) - u12 e2ys ds 
0 
(2.40) 
and assumption (2.30) we obtain 
ly,(t) - al 6 epy’ lx - al, v’t>o, VXER? (2.41) 
Now, let w be a solution of (2.34) which is uniformly continuous. By 
standard approximation 
w(x)= j-i Cf(rx(s)) -xl ds + w(.Y,(~)), t't>O, VXE RJ (2.42) 
hold. Thus, as t approaches infinity, we have 
w(x) = jm MY,(~)) - xl ds + w(a) (2.43) 
0 
which gives the desired result. 1 
Remark 2.4. The assumption (2.31) on f is only used for x’ = a. 
Moreover, if o( .) denotes the modulus of continuity of function f, then 
(2.3 1) can be replaced by condition 
I 
Cc 
co(ce -“) dt < co, v/E > 0. (2.44) 
0 
By the way, hypothesis (2.30) and an equality similar to (2.28), (2.40) yield 
the estimate 
Iv,(t) -y,dt)l G ed’ Ix -4, Vlt b 0, Vx, x' in W. (2.45) 
The last inequality, together with the representation (2.35) provide a 
different way to establish the estimate (2.39) for E = 0. 
Remark 2.5. As a consequence of formula (2.35), we have 
lim [uT(x, t) - ur(u, t) J = u(x), 
T+m 
V(x, t)EW’x [0, +a~[, (2.46) 
where vT is the solution of Eq. (2.20). 
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Remark 2.6. Observe that function v defined in Theorem 2.2 need not 
to be bounded, in general. However, we have 
lim Iv(x)1 lxlp=O, VP>% (2.47) 1.x - 00 
under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2. 
3. THE OBSTACLE PROBLEM 
In this section we consider Eq. (1.1) for some given function $ satisfying 
IIcl(x)-k4x’)l~~(Ix--‘I), Ill/(x)l <CT (3.1) 
where C is a constant and o: [0, +cc [ + [0, + 00 [ is a continuous 
nondecreasing function such that w(O) = 0. 
It is possible to show (cf. [9]), under assumptions (1.6), (1.7), and (3.1), 
that the function 
f(y,(t)) e-“’ dt + ep”V(yx(e)) , I>O, (3.2) 
where vx( t) is given by ( 1.5), solves 
Max[u(x) - $(x); Au(x) -g(x) .Du(x) -f(x)] = 0, XE Rd (3.3) 
according to any of the weak senses (1.3), . . . . (1.6). 
Notice that the infimum in (3.2) is attained at 
0, = Inf{ t 2 0; u&Jt)) = $b,.(t)). (3.4) 
The evolution equation corresponding to (3.3) is 
Max[vr(x, t) - $(x); 
-$ (XT ~)-dX)-~,V,(X, t)-f(x)1 =o in W x [0, T] (3.5) 
vqx, T)=O in Rd. 
Its solution is given by 
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3.1. The Monotone Case 
Let us assume that -g is monotone, i.e., (2.6) holds, and consider the 
problem 
x60, -g.Dx=O in Rd. (3.7) 
THEOREM 3.1. Under the assumptions (1.12), (1.13), (2.6), and (3.1) the 
family { E.u j, ; 2 > 0 } converges as L tends to zero, uniformly on compact 
subsets of R”, to a bounded uniformly continuous function x satisfying (3.7). 
Moreover, x is given by 
Cf(v.At)) + dt) I(/(~,(t))l e-Sba(s)ds dt 
I 
, (3.8) 
where A is the set of all measurable nonnegative functions on [0, + 00 [. 
Proof: The first step is to prove that {Auj,; A > 0) is equi-bounded and 
equi-uniformly continuous. For this purpose, let us consider the nonlinear 
second order equation 
-E Au;;” + Lu;;” -g.Du~~"+n(u:~"-Il/)+=f" in KY”, (3.9) 
with the same notations as in (2.9). Here, n is a positive integer and (.) + 
denotes the positive part. By elliptic theory, Eq. (3.9) has a unique regular 
solution. We shall show that 
Ih;f’(x)l d Max[C/; AC,] (3.10) 
Ih?“(x)-h~“(x’)l <Max[o,(Ix-x’I);lo+(Ix-x’l)], (3.11) 
where C,, C,, w,, oti are defined in (1.13) and (3.1). 
Indeed, (3.10) follows from the maximum principle much in the same 
way as (2.10). Let us observe that at the minimum point x0 of U;J either 
ly(x(J 3 -c, 
or 
(uyyx,) - $(x(J) + = 0. 
To get (3.11), observe that proceeding exactly in the same way and with 
the same notations as in the proof of estimate (2.1 I), one obtains 
Xu?“(x, +Yo) - %%J)l 
d -n(uY(xo+~o) - Wh+~d)+ 
+n(ua~(x,)-ICl(x,))++R(x,,y,)+f(x,+y,)-f(x,), (3.12) 
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where 
wcl~.Yo)= -k(%+Y,)-&%))~Ycl IYOI -‘P’(IYolMlvolr’ 
x [U;:“(x, + Y,) - qY”PJl, 
which is negative since p is nonincreasing and (2.6) holds. 
Now, two cases are possible, either 
or 
4%% +Yo) - V(xcJ < ‘ml +.hJ - ‘&I)~ 
In the first case, the first term on the right-hand side of (3.12) is non- 
positive, due to the monotonicity of the mapping t 4 t+, and therefore 
A[uyyx+y)-uyyx)] <w~Ix-x’l). (3.13) 
In the second case, we obtain directly 
quyyx +y) - uyyx)] < ko&h), \J lyl <h. 
Hence, letting c1 go to 1, 
quy(x+y)-uyyx)] aD@((X-X’l), (3.14) 
and (3.11) follows from (3.13), (3.14). 
By the Ascoli-Arzela theorem, (L@“} has a (subsequential) locally 
uniform limit, say Au;, as E + O+. It is easy to check that Au; is a weak 
solution of 
nu;-g.Du;+n(u;-l))+ =f in OP. (3.15) 
Since the estimates (3.10), (3.11) are independent of E, they still hold true 
for Au:. 
Hence, the same compactness argument leads to the existence of 
2 = lim nul; as n + +co, 2 -+ 0 +, locally uniformly 
xn = lim Au; as 1+0+, locally uniformly, 
(3.16) 
at least for subsequences. 
Moreover, passing to the limit in (3.15) in a weak sense, one can show 
that j is a weak solution of 
Max[+g.Dz]=O in FP (3.17) 
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while x, solves 
-g.DX,,+nxnf =0 in Rd 
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(3.18) 
or, equivalently, 
-g.DX,,+nX”= -rq, in Rd. 
This and the representation formula (2.2) yield 
X” Q 0. 
Hence, xn satisfies 
Xn G 0, -g. Dx,=O in Rd. (3.19) 
Let us observe that, because of the lack of uniqueness, Eqs. (3.17), (3.19) 
do not identify the limit 2, xn, respectively. 
If we let n go to + co in (3.19), the limit function x of the sequence x,, 
satisfies of course Eq. (3.7). 
The delicate point is to single out x among the solutions of (3.7). This 
will be accomplished by the explicit expression (3.8). 
In order to prove (3.8) we start by establishing 
t-f(y,(t)) + a(t) ‘h,(t))] .~-‘b~(~)~’ dt 1 , (3.20) 
where A,= (MEA; O<cr(t)Sn}. 
At this purpose, consider the evolution equation 
-;-g.Du+n(u-$)+ =h in Rd x [0, T] 
(3.21) 
u(T)=uo in Rd. 
By the dynamic programming technique it is known that its solution is 
given by 
T [h(y,(s - t)) + a(s) ~,G(y,(s - t))] e-Jfa(e)de ds 
+ u,(y,( T- t)) e-J:@Jde 1 
and the inlimum is attained for the feedback 
4x9 t) = 
{ 
0 if u(x, t) < $6~) 
n if u(x, t) > $(x). 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
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Choosing h = f - Au;, o0 = UT, and t = 0 in (3.22), we find u = u0 = u; for 
t>O and 
Hence, 
u;(x) d s oT [f(y,(s)) + a(s) $(y,(s))] e-jia(e)de ds 
+ jT (1, - lu;)(y,(s)) e-f~a(e)de 
0 
s 
T 
- X&~(S)) e-@(s)de ds + u’Jy,( T)) e-r:a(o)ds, 
0 
Now, uniformly in a E A,, 
(3.24) 
QaEA,,. 
(3.25) 
u?(x) - dj(y\-( T)) e-Jo T’a(e)de 
T 
+O as T+ + co, 
1 T 
7jo (x, - h~)(y.,(s)) e-lir(e)“e ds -+ 0, as T-+ +co, l-+0+, 
and also, in view of (3.19), 
Taking (3.25) into account we deduce 
[f(y,(t)) + a(t) $(y,(t))] e-jbmce)de dt1 . (3.26) 
Moreover, the inlimum in (3.26) is nonpositive because we can take 
a(t) = 1. Therefore, if xn(x) = 0 we have equality in (3.26). On the other 
hand, if x,(x) < 0, let us consider the optimal feedback (3.23), i.e., 
a;(x) = 
0 if u;(x) d $(x1 
n if u;(x) > G(x). 
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By virtue of the limit relation 
WY,(t)) + Xn(Y.,(t)) = X,(X) as I-+0+ 
and the fact that y,(t) is bounded, then for all t > 0, 
u!:Mt)) G q -=I ti(Yx(t)), for small A > 0. 
Therefore 
for ,I0 small enough. Hence, from (3.22) and (3.23) we have 
4(x) = jr(f- 4)Mt)) dt+ 4(Y,(T)h O<l<&. (3.27) 
0 
Then, by using (3.27) instead of (3.24) and adding x,, similarly to (3.25), we 
obtain the equality in (3.26), i.e., the expression (3.20) holds true. 
From (3.20) it follows that the whole family 
and that 
1.u; -+ x,, as 3,+0+ 
X,Z~XlI+l? Vn = I) 2, . ..) 
At this point, we have established 
/b.l; + x as l-+0+, n+ +m, 
as either double or iterated limits, and the expression (3.8). Since x,, -+x 
and x,, satisfies (3.19), we get (3.7). 1 
3.2. The Strongly Monotone Case 
We assume in this section that g satisfies the strong monotonicity 
condition (2.30). 
As already observed this implies the existence of a unique a E Rd such 
that g(a) = 0 and, in particular, (2.6) is fulfilled. 
Let us also assume (2.31) and 
W(x) - $(x’)l d c Ix- x’lZ, lW)l d c (3.28) 
with O<crdl. 
Under these conditions the following refinement of estimate (3.11) holds. 
505/75/2-10 
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LEMMA 3.1. Assume (2.30), (2.31), (3.28). Then 
where u;;” is the solution of (3.9). 
Proof: Proceeding as in the proof of the first part of Theorem 2.2, one 
obtains 
~cuy(xo+Yo) - qYx,)l Ge% Y,)-~(qwl +Jd- 4%+Yo))+ 
+n(4”(xo)-IC/(xo))+ +fh+Jd-f(43) 
(3.29) 
with 
wxo, Yo) = Mxo +.Yo) -g(xo)) ‘YO IYol -2 c%%o +.Yo) - eYxo)l 
which is bounded above by -y, thanks to (2.30). 
Hence, by the same method as in the proof of estimate (3.1 l), one 
deduce from (3.29) that 
(A+ ay) luyyx +y) - uyyx)l yl -3 < Cf, vx, y E P, 
provided 
@“(x0 +Yo) - Uy(xo) 2 $00 +yo) - vmo). 
Hence, 
luy(X+y)-qyx)l GE z Q- IvIE. 
If, on the other hand, 
u?“(xo + Yo) - 4”(xo) < two + Yo) - 4woh 
then 
luY(x +Y) - eYY)l IA --a G c,, 
and the proof is complete. m 
THEOREM 3.2. Under the assumptions (1.12), (2.30), (2.31), (3.26), the 
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family { ;lUj, ; A > 0} converge as A-+ 0, uniformly on compact subsets of Rd, 
to the constant x given by 
x = Min[f(a); 01. (3.30) 
Moreover, if f(a) 2 0, then (uj,; 1. > 0} converge, as 1+ Of, to a solution 
u of 
Max[u-t+b-g.Du-f ] =0 in Rd (3.31) 
(3.32) 
Zf f(a)<O, then {vj,=ui.-u,(a): A>O} converge, as A+O+, to the 
unique function v satisfying 
-g.Dv=f -f(a) 
v(a) = 0. 
(3.33) 
Proof. The convergence of {AU, ;A> 0) to some function x is a con- 
sequence of Theorem 3.1. The estimate in Lemma 3.1 gives in the limit that 
x is a constant. In order to compute x it is enough to use the representation 
formula (3.3) for uj, at x = a. This easily gives 
if f(a) -All/(a) > 0 
if f(a) - A+(a) 6 0. 
(3.34) 
Hence, 
x = lim Au,(a) = Min[ f(a); 0] 
i.-O+ 
and (3.30) is proved. 
Moreover, a simple consequence of (3.34) is that 
un(a) = 
MinC$(a); 01 iff(a)=O 
$(a) if f(a) > 0, for small A. 
Now, from Lemma 3.1 it follows that 
Cf luj.(x)l Q lull + Max a~; C, [ 1 Ix - 4% (3.35) 
Cf lU,(X)-Uj.(X’)l <Max G; C+ Ix-x’~@. 
[ 1 
(3.36) 
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Therefore, if f(a) 2 0, then u1 converge locally uniformly (at least for a 
subsequence) to some function U, satisfying (3.31). 
We will prove (3.32) by letting 1 go to zero in (3.3). Notice that 
If(Y,(~))-f(a)l~C~ly,(~)-~l~dC~Ix-al~e~~’~’ (3.37) 
according to (2.41). If f(a) = 0, this and the fact that the paths are bounded 
allow us to let i go to zero in (3.3) to get (3.32). 
The case f(a) > 0 requires the estimate of the optimal stopping time 3;. 
given by (3.4). Since 8, satisfies 
then 
.^ 
5 
,B’ [f(yx(t))-f(a)] ep’.‘dt +f(a) ’ -5-“’ 
+ tj(y,(8,)) ecAeh = u;.(x). 
This implies, taking (3.35) and (3.37) into account, that 
Hence. 
^ c 
62.G2 f(a) (3.38) 
for sufficiently small 1. This allows us to pass to the limit in (3.3) to obtain 
(3.32). 
Let us consider now the case f(a) < 0 and define functions vi. by 
VA(X) = U>.(X) - u,.(a). 
As a consequence of (3.36) the family { uj, ; i > 0 } is locally equi-bounded 
and equi-continuous. Let v be its uniform subsequential limit as 2 tends to 
zero. 
It is immediate to check that V~ satisfies 
Max[u,+u,(a)-~;~u,+~u,(u)-g.Du,-f]=O in W4 
v,(u) = 0. 
(3.39) 
The next step is to show that u is a viscosity solution of (3.33). 
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For this purpose, let 4 be any C’ function and x,,, ,Y; be local maxima 
for u - 4 and ui - 4. Then 
Max[uj,(xb) + u,.(a) - $(xi); 
~~Uj,(X~) + ~Uj.(U)-g(X~)‘D~(X~)-f(X~)] ~0. (3.40) 
In the present case 
and therefore 
Max[uj,+uj.(a)-11/;~U;+~uj,(U)-g.D~-f] 
=~Uj.(X~) + nUj.(U)-g(X~) .D~(X~)-f(X~)dO (3.41) 
for sufficiently small A. 
On the other hand. 
0 < Max[u,(xi;) + U;.(U) - $(x:); 
~.Uj.(X:) + ~uj.(U)-g(X:) ‘Do-,f(X’;)] 
at any local minima x, , x: for v - 4 and uj. - 4. 
Since 
Uj,(X:) + uj.(U)- Icl(Xp) < 0 
for A small enough, the above yields 
~Uj,(X:)+~uj,(U)-g(X:.)‘D~(X~)-f(Xf)~O. (3.42) 
Since we can assume that xi-+xO, xP --+ x, as A tends to zero, then 
passing to the limit in (3.41), (3.42), we show that u satisfies (3.33). 
The uniqueness of the solution of problem (3.33) is straightforward. 
Indeed, if u, fi are two solutions of (3.33), then 
(0 - WY.,(f)) = (0 - 3(x), VXEIJP 
(u - 6)(u) = 0, 
and the statement follows, since y,(t) -+ a as t + +co. 
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4. THE CASE OF A BOUNDED DOMAIN 52 
Let Q be an open bounded subset of W’ with smooth boundary r and 
denote by r., the first exit time of the path y,( .) from a, i.e., 
r.,=Inf{t>O; y,(t)$Q}. (4.1) 
Let us consider the Dirichlet problem 
Au,-g.Du,=f in Q 
U), = 0 on r, 
(4.2) 
and the obstacle problem 
Max[u,-II/; iu,-g’Du,-f]=O in 52 
l.4;. =0 on ro, 
(4.3) 
where 
I-,= (xEr;T,=Oj. 
It is known (see, for example, [9]) that if 
r. is closed (4.4) 
and f satisfies (1.13), then (4.2) has a unique bounded uniformly 
continuous solution u ;., for any A > 0, given by 
U).(X)= f7’.f(~.,(~)) epi.’ dl, XEQ 
JO 
(4.5) 
4.1. The Case of Positive Divergence 
In order to state the next results on the asymptotic behavior of u1 we 
need to introduce the function space D,, defined as the closure of the set 
{v E C(D): g . Dv E C(Q), v = 0 on f,} (4.6) 
with respect to the norm 
/I&,=(ll412q~~+ llg-Wtqn,)“2~ 
THEOREM 4.1. Let us assume (1.12), (1.3), (4.4), and 
(4.7) 
divg= 2 @>2jI>O 
j=l axi 
in Q for some positive /I. (4.8) 
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Then, the family { uj,, I > 0} converge in D, and almost everywhere in 0, 
as A tends to zero to the unique solution u E D, of 
-g 
given by 
Du=f in Q 
(4.9) 
u=o on I-() 
= 1’ f(y,(t)) dt. s 
(4.10) 
Proof: The first step is to establish the inequality 
I (-g.Do)udx>/? bl&~p Vu E D,, (4.11) R 
which implies, of course, that (4.9) has a unique solution. 
Actually, by Green’s formula and (4.8) 
2 ID (-g.D~)vdx=I~ v’divgd.x-Jr v*(gon)dx 
2 28 II VII $(R) -s u2k4 dx, (4.12) r,ro 
where n is the outward unit normal to I’. 
Since g 0 n is strictly positive on r\r,, (4.11) is proved. 
Use now (4.11) with v = uj, in Eq. (4.2) to obtain the uniform estimates: 
(B + n) lI”Al L*(Q) d llfll LZ(Q) 
II -g . Du;. II L2(&3) d 2 llfll L*(n). 
(4.13) 
Therefore, {uj.} has a weakly convergent subsequence in D,. Let u be its 
limit as 14 Of. From (4.13) and (4.2) it follows that 
-g.Du,-+ -g.Du in I,*(Q) (4.14) 
and that u solves (4.9). Moreover, (4.11) yields 
P lb2 - ull L2(0) d s ( -g. D(u~. - U))(Uj, - U) dx. R 
The right-hand term of the above tends to zero as R + Of and this 
implies the convergence of the whole family {u>} to u in D,. 
It remains to prove that u is given by (4.10). 
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Let us observe at this purpose that 
r., -=c +co for almost every x E Q. (4.15) 
Actually, if this were not the case there would exist KC 0 such that 
IKI >O, sr= +m VXEK 
(here 11 denotes the Lebesgue measure). Hence, the set 
K(t)= {y~W$y=y,(t), XEK, t>O} 
is contained in B for all t > 0. 
By Liouville’s theorem and (4.8) 
for sutliciently large t. 
Therefore, K(t) cannot be contained in Q for all t. 
Using (4.15) the passage to the limit as ,? goes to zero in (4.5) is 
immediate. This yields (4.10) and the almost everywhere convergence of uj, 
to u. 1 
A similar result holds for the obstacle problem (4.3). By the results of 
[9], problem (4.3) has a unique bounded uniformly continuous solution 
u ;,, for any A > 0, given by 
fly,(t)) e-“’ dl+ Il/(y,(e)) e-“‘xecr, . (4.16) 
THEOREM 4.2. Let us assume (1.12), (1.13), (1.14), (4.4), (4.8). Assume 
also 
* a0 on To, g.DljEL”(O). (4.17) 
Then, the family { uj, ; 2. > 0} converges in D, and almost everywhere in G, 
as 1-O+, to the unique solution u E D, of 
Max[u-$;-g.Du-f]=O in Q 
u=o on ro, 
(4.18) 
given by 
f(y,(t)) dt + v+(Y,(@) xo<r, . (4.19) 
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Proof As a consequence of (4.11) we have 
(P + A) IlUiII Ll(s2) G llfll LZ(R). 
On the other hand, by a result in [9] 
II Au?, - g . D”j. II L,*(Q) G Il(f-g.~~-~~)+l/L2(,,. 
At this point the proof is the same as that of Theorem 4.1. 1 
4.2. The Strongly Monotone Case 
In this subsection we deal with the case -g strongly monotone. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let us assume (l-12), (2.30), (2.31), and 
ro=4, If(x)1 <C Ix-al”, vx E w, (4.20) 
where a is the unique point such that g(a) = 0. 
Then, the family {uj.; A > 0} of the solutions of (4.2) converges uniformly, 
as A--+0+, to the unique solution u E C(d) of 
-g.Du=f in Q (4.21) 
satisfying 
lu(x)l <C Ix-al”, VXEil (4.22) 
Furthermore, u is given by (4.10). 
ProoJ: The first step is to prove that 
IY.,(T)-Y.~T)I~ egr +(cvP) jr l~,(s)-~,,(s)l”e~“ds , 
6 Iv,(t) -y.,dtN” eB’, (4.23) 
for any x, x’ E 0, fi > 0, and 0 < t d T< +co, where y is the constant 
appearing in (2.30). 
Indeed, let z(s) = y,(s) -y,(s). Then, for any E > 0 we have 
(E + Iz(T)I~)“~ ePT-- (E + Iz(t)12)“‘2 eB’ 
= s T [e(s) .Z(S)(E + lz(s)12)“‘2- l I 
+ /?(E + Iz(s)~~)“‘~] eBs ds. 
Since 
4s) = gh(s)) -g(Y.&))~ 
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(4.23) follows from the above identity, thanks to (2.30) and after letting E 
go to zero. 
Let us choose now fi>O such that ccy- /?>O and take ~‘=a, t=O in 
(4.23). Then, 
Iv,(~) - .I@ eDT +(cry-j3) joT ly,(~)-al”e~~ds6(x-al”. 
Therefore, the function t + IJI,(~) - al* is summable on [0, +cc [. This, 
together with (4.20), allows us to take the limits in (4.5) as 1 -+O+, 
showing that (4.19) provides a solution of (4.21), (4.22). Take now t=O 
and let T + +cc in (4.23) to obtain 
ly,(s) - y,Js)l’ eBs ds d Ix - x’j ‘. (4.24) 
From (4.24), the estimate 
l”j.(x)-uj,(x’)l CC IX-X’l’ 
follows easily and the proof is complete. m 
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